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The van Santen and van Wieringen theory of "ionic radii" is briefly

reviewed and extended to include spin-orbit influences. It is noted that,

although for the most part spin-orbit forces have little effect upon stereo-

chemical predictions made for the first transition series, noteworthy excep-

tions to this rule occur for octahedral complexes of Co++ and tctrahedral

complexes of Ni
++

and Cu++ . Indeed, it is found that spin-orbit coercions

render the ground states of these molecules Jakn-Teller resistant. Diagrams

are displayed and tables compiled to illustrate the variation of ionic radii

with atomic number for the second and third transition series. Paths for

future theoretical research are indicated and an exhortation for closer theo-

retical-experimental alliance is promulged.

Now, although the ligand field theory is in its 30th year, it has only

been within the last decade that its chemical fruits have been earnestly

harvested. One of the earliest pickings of its ripened orchards was ac-

complished by van Santen and van Wieringen. These researchers noticed

that the enigmatic irregularities of the existent transition metal "ionic-

radii" tabulations could be neatly rationalized on the basis of the Bethe-

Kramers-Van Meek" ' crystalline field formalism. I now wish to extend

their argument to include metals which possess a nonnegligiblc spin-

orbit interaction and to point out certain modifications (due to Jahn )

of the Jahn-Teller stability rules which such interactions engender.

But before we may embark upon this tour of the crystallographic im-

plications of the existence of spin-orbit forces in inorganic complexes,

it is necessary to review briefly the basic precepts of ligand (or crystal-

line) field theory.

* Presented at the 137th meeting of the American Chemical Society, Symposium
on the Synthesis and Properties of Inorganic Compounds, Cleveland, April 5-14,

1960.
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If a positive rare gas core is placed in the midst of an octahedral ar-

rangement of negative (or neutral) ligands (see Fig. 1 ), a mutual elec-

trical polarization of these two sets of charge clouds occurs. With the

concomitant shifting of ligand electrical charge toward the central metal

ion, driven by the "charge neutrality" forces, the ligand molecular

orbitals attain a partially metallic character. Conversely, the central

metal ion orbitals, both occupied and, unoccupied, partake of the surround-

ing ligand charge density distribution (Fig. 1).* This reciprocity of elec-

tronic charge induces a separation of the as yet unoccupied nd-like, (n =

3, 4, 5), orbitals of the central {rare gas-like) ion. In covalent bonding

terminology these latter orbitals become antibonding in nature, dividing

themselves into two groups: the <r-antibonding ea molecular orbitals,

which originate from the ndx2-y2 and nd zt atomic electron distributions,

and the x-antibonding Ug molecular orbitals, which proceed from the

atomic ndxll , ndyz , and ndxz charge dispositions (see Fig. 2).

When the atomic number of the metallic core is increased so that addi-

tional electrons become available to the complex, the empty antibond-

ing t-2g and e„ orbitals are sequentially filled. Now, from general electro-

Fig. 1 — Geometrical disposition of an octahedral complex.

* We should here like to suggest the use of the words addend (that which adds)
and augend (that which augments) as appropriate synonyms for ligand (that
which ligates).
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Fig. 2 — Energy levels of a tr-bonded octahedral complex. When n--bonding is

added, the empty < 29 orbital becomes x-antibonding in character.

static considerations we would expect an attendant smooth (monotonic)

decrease of "ionic radii" with the increasing charge of the core, as is

shown in Fig. 3. But this is not the casein actuality! "Real" ionic radii

vary in the jagged fashion pictured in Fig. 4. What van Santen and van

Wieringen were able to show is that the observed irregularity of the

"ionic radii" behavior was due to the serial occupancy of the antibond-

ing !••,, and c orbitals: that the occupancy of the weakly antibonding

xjj, xz, and yz-type orbitals allowed a contraction of the bonding radii

and that the population of the strongly antibonding x - if- and z -type

orbitals forced an expansion of the bonding radii for octahedral com-

plexes. This situation is emphasized by the registration of their results

given in Table I. In addition, the theorem of Jahn and Teller, in the
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Ca++ Sc++ Tl++ V++ Cr++ Mn++ Fe++ Co++ NL++ Cu++ Zn++

Fig. 3 — Expected variation of "ionic radius", r, with effective nuclear charge,

^effective •

Ca++ Sc++ TL++ V ++ Cr++ MD++ Fe++ Co++ NL++ Cu ++ Zn++

Sc+++ Tl+++ V t++

Fig. 4 — Variation of "ionic radius" with effective nuclear charge for octa-

hedral geometries. The maxima and minima of the curves are states of perfect

cubic ("pseudo spherical") symmetry.

Table I

Free Ion Ground
State ><S H) 3F *F 5Z) *8 "D 'A'

JF '2J '£

Configuration .... d" d> d* d3 d* d° d' d> d» c/
9 d10

Crystal Ground
State in an Oc-
tahedral Field.

.

lAu 2T» if. *A .,.. bX„ 6A ,
8T»1 5» W'u 'it* 2*. lA le

Number of c„

Electrons \
1 2 2 'H 2 3 4

Number of /••„

Electrons 1 1* 3 3 3 4 41 b (i (j
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Ca++ Sc++ TL+* V ++ Cr++ Mn++ Fe++ Co** NL++ Cu++ Zn++

Fig. 5 — Variation of "ionic radius" with effective nuclear charge for tetra-

hedral environs. The maxima and minima of the curves are states of perfect cubic
("pseudo spherical") eurythmy.

Table II

Free Ion Ground
State.

Configuration
Crystal Ground

State in a Tet-
rahedral Field.

.

Number of ti

Electrons
Number of c

Electrons

d° r/
1

3f
rf

2 d 3

5Z)

d*

8S
da d7 d»

2Z>

d 9

U, *E 3A 2 *r, *T2 *Ai *E *A S r, Ti

if 2 3 3 3 4* 5

1 2 U 2 2 3 4 3£ 4

'-li

6

-1

hands of Van Vleck
7
and others, predicted that octahedral complexes

with an odd number of electrons in the antibonding eg shell [e.g. Cr

and Mn+++
(d

4

) and Cu++ (rf
9
)] should be permanently distorted. Con-

clusions of a similar nature were also obtained for tetrahedral complexes

(Fig. 5 and Table II).

How does the complication of spin-orbit coupling modify these results?

Simply in this way: The linkage of the spin and orbital magnetic mo-

ments serves to split the six-fold degenerate t2g states [three possible

orbital motions and two possible spin directions] into a four-fold level

called 7s (/•>„) (by Bethe
2
) and a two-fold level called 77(^0) The four-

fold multiple of spin-orbit states, cu , remains intact, and also takes on

the new label ys(ea ). The sequence of antibonding orbitals in octahedral

and tetrahedral complexes then becomes as shown in Fig. 6.*

* At this juncture, we should like to propose that the Mullikcn notation,

(a, e, t, etc.), be reserved for pure orbital states, and the Bethe notation, 7/,

(j = 1, 2, . . ., 8), for spin -orbital configurations.
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Fig. G — Correlation of the orbital and spin-orbit states of (a) octahedral

and (b) tetrahedral inorganic complexes.

For the most part, the entrance of spin-orbit correlations has no effect

upon stereochemical predictions made for the first transition series.

Notable exceptions to this rule occur for octahedral complexes of Co

and tetrahedral complexes of Ni++ and Cu++ . Both octahedral Co++
,

which subsumes the configuration ysihg) yi{t2g )

l

ys{ea ) in our naive

theory, and tetrahedral Cu++ ,
which takes on the assignment

78(<'o)
4

78(*2o)
4

77(*2o)\

exist in the Jahn-Teller resistant electronic dispositions, T6 and I\ respec-

tively [according to Jaim,
5
the doubly degenerate (cubic) spin-orbit states

of Bethc, r6 and I\ , the so-called Kramers doublets, can not exhibit

(pure) Jahn-Teller conformational instability]. Since the nearest-lying

electronic states are ~400 (Shulman8
) and ~1000 cm

-1
(Liehr9

) away

for Co++ and Cu++ , respectively, their ground electronic states are also

not susceptible to large pseudo Jahn-Teller coercions, and should thus

be stable in the regular polyhedral arrangement. Similarly, tetrahedral

Ni
++

, which has the electron distribution 78 (e„) Snit-ig) in the simple

one-electron scheme, exists in the totally symmetric (nondegenerate)

state, Ti , in which the Jahn-Teller forces are again inoperative. Since

the closest electronic disposition, which under nuclear displacements

might perturb the ground state conformational regularity, is ~300 cm-1

distant (Liehr and Ballhausen
10

), Ni
++

should also 710/ exhibit any large

pseudo Jahn-Teller distortions, and thus should be stable in the regular

tetrahedral form. Moreover, since the Bethe slates l\, 1\ and I\
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arc "pseudo spherical" (and the only Jahn-Teller impotent states pos-

sible for cubic environs), they should fit into such selective crystallo-

graphic structures as the garnets, into which only the most highly sym-

metric ions may enter. Garnet structures of this type have been prepared

by Seymour Geller and Alten Gilleo at Bell Telephone Laboratories;

however, a complete analysis of the ionic site symmetries is still in prog-

ress, and so no definite conclusions are yet available.* It is interesting to

note, though, that CoO and Co dissolved in MgO are perfectly octa-

hedral (Low"), and that single crystals of KC0F3 (recently character-

ized by Kerro Knox of Bell Telephone Laboratories) also contain regular

octahedral Co++ clusters, f

A much different story unfolds for complexes of the second and third

transition series. Here the separation of the 77(^0) and ysiha) levels

which arise from the x-antibonding (orbital) t-ig state of octahedral

complexes may become large enough so that electronic repulsions do not

disturb the orderly filing of the levels. Hence, the orbitals tend to fill

up with the first four electrons going into the lowest 78(^>») level, the

next two into the 77(^0) orbit, and the next four into the highest 78(^,; )

level, for octahedral complexes; and the two y«(e) and ys(h) trajectories

are occupied first for tetrahedral complexes and the 77(^2) level last. In

Figs. 7 and 8 and Tables III and IV we summarize the structural chem-

INCREASING Z EFFECTIVE

Fig. 7 — Variation of "ionic radius" with effective nuclear charge for medium-
strong spin-orbit coupled octahedral complexes. The configurations d", (n =
0,4,5,0,7,10) are states of perfect cubic ("pseudo spherical") symmetry. The states

(I
3 and (I

s are but slightly asymmetric; due to their spin distributions.

* Co"1
"

1" is now known to enter into octahedral garnet sites (Geller 12
).

t The large reduction in magnitude of the Jahn-Teller forces in FeO and Fe++

dissolved in MgO (Low 11
), and in KFeF3 (Knox 13

) is also explicable on the basis

of a (partial) spin-orbit stabilization (Van Vleck 14
).
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Fig. 8 — Variation of "ionic radius" with effective nuclear charge for medium-
strong spin-orbit coupled tetrahedral complexes. The configurations dn

,
(n =

0,4,8,9,10) are states of perfect cubic ("pseudo spherical") eurythmy. The states

d2 and d1 are but slightly asymmetric due to their spin distributions [the same may
be said for d6 if it exhibits maximum spin].

ical expectations for ions of the second and third (especially the third)

transition series. The ups and downs of the radii plots in these figures

follow immediately upon the determination of the population of the

/2„-like and e„-like spin-orbitals ys(t 2l} ), 7? ( £>«;), and y6 (ea ), just as was

the case for the original van Santen and van Wieringen theory.

The exact nature of the distribution of electrons amongst the various

tetrahedral levels depends upon whether the ligand field is very strong

or not. We have therefore listed both the maximum and minimum spin

cases for some of the "ions" (all electron populations are taken to be

integral). One interesting result of the above tabulations is that the

introduction of spin-orbit interactions geometrically stabilizes the regu-

lar polyhedral structure for a larger number of compounds than does

the absence of such influences. In passing, it should be mentioned that

Table III

Free Ion Ground
State '.S

2D 3/,' if bD *s 5Z> w V W ia
Configuration .... d° rf

1 d2 d 3 d* d 6 d 6
r/
7 d* d» d10

Crystal Ground
State in an Oc-
tahedral Field.

.

r, r s r 3 r 8 r, l'y r, r 6 or r 8 1's 1's l'i

Number of yg(e„)
2 or 1 2 6 4

Number of yi(t«a )

Electrons 1 2 1 or 2 2 2 2

Number of y*(t»g )

Electrons 1 2 3 4 -1 4 4 4 4 4
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Table IV

Free Ion Ground
State

d l

3F
d*

fF
d 3 d*

6S
d 5 d«

*F
d-

3F
d*

2D
d 9

lS
Configuration— rflO

Crystal (hound
State in a Tet-
raheilral Field. . r, r 8 r 5 r 8 r, r 8 r 3 or r5

(?)

r„ Ti Vi r,

Number of yriti)

Electrons 1 or 1 2

Number of yn(li)

1 or l 2 2 or 3 4 4 4
Number of ys(e)
Electrons l 2 2or3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

a possible test of the foretold octahedral "ionic radii" demeanor would

be afforded by the structural determination of the gaseous WF6 ,
ReF6 ,

etc., series of compounds.

To firmly pin down the stereochemical deportment of transition metal

complexes, a good deal more work must be done, especially upon the

d"
,
(n = 3, 4, (S, 7), configurations for strong spin-orbit forces. Carl

Ballhausen and myself are presently investigating the d ' case; we hope

that others will extend our results to encompass the d ' situation also.

At this point we are in a position to witness a veritable mushrooming of

theoretical and theoretically inspired experimental research in the field

of transition metal, rare earth and actimde complex chemistry. I sin-

cerely hope that this close collaboration of the theoretical and experi-

mental inorganic chemist will indeed come to pass.*
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* Xolc added in proof: A revised set of ionic radii for M^ 3 ions has been for-

mulated by (ieller, 15 and for -U+2 ions by Knox, 13 which agree quite nicely with
the theoryOutlined in this paper. Air. Geller informs me that the Ti +3 radius re-

ported in his article should, on the basis of recent measurements 16 on LaTi0 3
,

now read 0.033 angstrom. Also, it is interesting to note that Gill and Nyholm 17

have recently prepared some truly tetrahedral complexes of divalent nickel,

which serve to substantiate the results obtained in melts of NiCl« .

1819 The
present status of tetrahedral Ni^ + chemistry is completely outlined in the recent

paper of Cotton, Paul and Goodgame. 20 Racah, Schonfeld and Low 21 and Weak-
liem22 have recently completed the "exact" calculation of the energy levels of d 37

complexes; therefore, the original computation planned for these systems by Carl

Ballnauscn and myself has understandably been abandoned.
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